Tempers Hazard Clark Thomas Macsweeney
scope and content - ncl - thomas a clark, barry macsweeney and chris torrance. selection from barry
macsweeney includes: the last bud; brother wolf; ... enclosing a review of tempers of hazard. [1 f.] former ref.
bm 4/5/78 bm 3/4/16 20 sep 1994 drew milne, university of sussex. letter to barry macsweeney asking
whether barry has seen tempers of hazard in parataxis. [1 f.] former ref. bm 4/5/38 bm 3/4/17 24 aug 1995 ...
/mnt/pdfdir/esr/001281/pdf/m1281-0597 - laft saturday capt. thomas teagle taylor, arrived here from
virginia, by whom we are infirmed, that in his paítage to virginia, on the 14th of april lait, about bibliography
- rd.springer - the tempers of hazard, with thomas a. clark and chris torrance (london: paladin re/active
anthology no. 3, 1993). wolf tongue: selected poems 1965–2000 (newcastle: bloodaxe, 2003).
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